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As we enter the holiday season, let
me take a moment to once again thank
you for your service to the people of the
Tenth Judicial Circuit. May you
have a blessed Christmas and a safe and
prosperous New Year.
S incerely,
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MAKING YOUR CASE
by Vince Patrucco

“It’s not what you know. It’s what
you can prove.”
−

probable cause or the defendant
must be released on his own recognizance pending final resolution of the
case. Once the twenty-one days have
passed, the filing of an Information
does not affect the defendant’s entitlement to the Adversary Preliminary Hearing.

Detective Alonzo Harris
(Denzel Washington,
“Training Day”)

They gave Denzel an Oscar for
his performance as the ruthless Detective Alonzo Harris in the movie
It is the policy of the State At“Training Day.” He also deserves a
torney’s Office not to request pre“Legal Realism” award for the
liminary hearings in most cases
quoted statement. Most of what
where felony packets arrive late. The
matters in the courts of criminal
exceptions to the general rule occur
justice is whether the evidence that
where there is danger to the public
can be brought forth at trial is suffior to individuals from the mandatory
cient to prove the case. For that rearecognizance release of a defendant.
son, it is essential that those cases
Vince Patrucco is an Assistant State Attorney in
where we “know” the defendant is the Felony Intake Division. He has been with the State
It is always preferable to have
guilty, but cannot prove it, are Attorney’s Office since June 1994.
the completed felony investigative
weeded out early in the process. For
packet in the hands of the Intake
most felony matters that arise, the
prosecutor within the first two
evaluation of the merits of the cases is
weeks after arrest. In that way, the
the task of the Felony Intake Division
case has the best chance of a correct
of the State Attorney’s Office.
and timely evaluation, and many problems are avoided. Assuming diligent
It is generally true that the deciand conscientious work habits, attension to file or not in a felony arrest
tion to detail is one of the keys to efficase must be made under fairly tight
cient investigation that helps avoid the
time constraints. Speedy trial limitanecessity of deferring the filing decitions under the Florida Rules of Crimision on a case pending receipt of addinal Procedure are only one factor. It is
tional investigative materials.
also necessary to complete the evaluation of a case in time for arraignment,
which generally follows arrest by, at
most, a few weeks. Finally, there are
certain cases in which the defendant
remains incarcerated after arrest. In
those cases, the charges must be formally filed by way of an Information
within twenty-one days of arrest. If
charges are not timely filed, and the
defendant seeks release from jail, one
of two things must occur: Either the
state must bring witnesses to a formal
court hearing, known as an Adversary
Preliminary Hearing, to establish
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It should be mentioned at this
point that delays are sometimes unavoidable, despite the best efforts of
the investigative agency. That is understood. The objective here is to offer
a few suggestions and reminders that
will keep such delays to a minimum.

State Attorney’s Office
Holiday Closings
Thursday, December 25th
Friday, December 26th
Thursday, January 1st

Every criminal case involves a
“wrong” of some kind, whether it is an
action that harms people or their property directly, or whether it involves
matters that our society, through its
lawmakers, has declared unlawful. To
prove a criminal wrong in court, it is
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always necessary to establish the identity of a perpetrator, and that all of the
elements of each crime charged have
been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt. In the initial evaluation of
every case, the Intake prosecutor must
assume that what is in the felony
packet is all of the evidence that will
be available to the trial prosecutor as
the latter considers how to handle the
case and whether there is a substantial likelihood of success at trial. As
previously mentioned, the decision of
whether to start the process toward a
possible trial must be made by the Intake prosecutor early on, and based
primarily on the contents of the felony
packet.
Moving from the general to the
particular, let us consider a few examples of the kinds of details that can be
omitted or overlooked, causing needless delay, or even the dismissal or reduction to misdemeanor prosecution of
some cases:
Cases involving harm of some kind
to a victim’s property always involve quantitative questions. That
is, how much money is involved in
the loss? It may seem an obvious
aspect of property damage or theft
investigations, but verification of
the amount of the loss, and the basis for the proof of it, are sometimes
overlooked. It is always necessary
to have proof of the amounts of
monetary loss, either in the victim’s
sworn statement, or, where appropriate, in a sworn non-eyewitness
affidavit. It is essential to a correct
evaluation of proof to know whether
minimum jurisdictional amounts
can be established where theft,
fraud, criminal mischief, arson or
many other crimes that may involve monetary loss to a victim are

charged. The officers who respond
to original incidents and the detectives who complete the investigations of crimes of any kind should
always ask themselves whether a
monetary loss has occurred. If so,
then the problem of measuring the
loss must be solved. Even if the
source of the loss is not an essential
element of proving an offense, the
amount of loss attributable to
criminal activity is something that
is often addressed in plea negotiations. Where the loss is attributable
to commission of a particular crime
charged, the court is required by
law to resolve the issue of restitution in the form of a restitution order. Having that information early
can be important to the efficient
resolution of some cases at any
stage of their prosecution. Confronting the defense with reasonable proof of restitution, and the
basis for it, will often result in a
reasonable stipulation between the
parties as to the amount. That way,
lengthy and expensive restitution
hearings can be avoided.
Also, it is practical to keep in
mind that, although the primary offense charged may not require proof of
a particular amount, its lesser included offense may. For example, if a
robbery entailed taking property of a
value of $300.00 or more, that fact
should be securely established in the
investigation. In that way, should the
proof fail to convince the jury of the
other elements of robbery, grand theft
will be available as a lesser included
offense. The writer is aware of at least
one trial where the jury “pardoned” a
defendant on a robbery charge, but
returned a guilty verdict for grand
theft. Since the defendant’s criminal

S . A. O .
E M P L O YEE B IR TH DA YS
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Happy Birthday!
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history was extensive, the prosecutor
in the case was able to secure a
lengthy prison sentence because of the
felony conviction. If the value of the
stolen property had not been alleged in
the information, the only lesser crime
would have been petit theft. If the
proof were not in place in the original
investigation, the amount would
probably not have been alleged. Alert
attention to detail matters.
Careful review during the followup investigation of the reports submitted by the officers, who were actually
at the scene of a crime in the early investigative stage, is critical to extracting the best investigative product from
later sworn interviews of witnesses. It
is important to remember that, although the officer’s report is sworn,
the accounts given to him by witnesses
at the scene are usually not. Everything useful that a witness had to say
at the scene should be drawn out of
that witness in the course of taking a
sworn taped statement from that witness later. (In some agencies with
fewer personnel, the original responding officer may also be the investigating officer who completes the case. In
that dual role, the officer is reminded
to be sure that his material witnesses
cover their knowledge of the case fully
in their sworn taped statements, since
it is to the sworn statement that we
must look for the proof to support filing a felony.) Frequently the stirring
account of a criminal event provided at
the scene by an excited or interested
witness becomes less compelling or
probative when given later, under oath
and after passions have cooled or the
influence of alcohol (or whatever) has
subsided. It is, after all, in the cold and
dispassionate light of day in which witnesses will later be deposed, and per-

haps called to the witness stand in a
trial.
Ideally, those police officers who
become of investigators or detectives
have certain special qualities that aid
them in their work. It would be helpful
to the investigator, to have the ability
to visualize the presentation of the
proof in court, since the evidence gathered in the investigation will be subjected to critical and skeptical scrutiny. In an adversarial system of justice, as practiced in American courts,
the evidence should and will be challenged. Good preparation at every
stage allows us to meet the challenge.
When preparing a case for submission to the State Attorney’s Office
for filing, keep in mind that evidence is
brought forward in court in a manner
that is tightly controlled by rules, statutes and case law. It is a kind of closed
system where stray facts, unprovable
allegations and interesting, but irrelevant, background information have no
place. No material facts can be assumed. All must be proven.
Sometimes the detail, which must
be accounted for in the available proof,
seems obvious, but is overlooked from
time to time, for example, was an alleged victim actually placed in fear by
the behavior of a defendant in an aggravated assault case? More than once,
alleged victims of assault have appeared at deposition or even trial, and
denied that the defendant’s actions
caused them any apprehension. That
usually results from the unwarranted
assumption that the alleged victim
understands the elements of the
charge. If the assault victim understood the element of being placed in
fear, he or she would probably realize
that they were pretty concerned about
the defendant’s conduct after all. In
LEGAL ADVISOR
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any case, it is always better to know
such things prior to filing.
A less obvious example, also
drawn from an actual case, might
involve proof of a certain status or
lack of that status. For instance, in a
case where a defendant is engaging
in an ongoing scheme to defraud involving the providing of legal services, an essential element of proof of
the offenses of unlicensed practice of
law and fraud would be that the defendant is not a lawyer. Seems obvious, doesn’t it? How is the defendant
going to claim that he is a lawyer,
when he is clearly not? The problem
at trial would be that the defendant
would simply not put on a case, and
would move for acquittal if the state
failed to go forward with proof of the
lack of licensure, a key aspect of the
fraud. The remedy in that circumstance would be obtaining selfauthenticating, sworn document from
the Florida Bar showing the defendant is not a lawyer. It can than be
entered into evidence as an exhibit
to satisfy that element of the proof.
The point of the examples, and
there are many others that could illustrate the same principle, is that
no material fact can be simply assumed. Every fact and element must
be proven. Before a case should be
sent to Circuit Court to be prosecuted
as a felony, the availability of the
essential proof must be completely
evident in the contents of the case
file, most of which is generated during the course of the police agency
investigation. It is not enough that
the investigation make it apparent to
the informed observer that a defendant committed a crime. It must also
be clear that the testimony and exhibits necessary to prove the commis-

sion of a crime beyond a reasonable
doubt is also readily available. To
paraphrase the fictional Detective
Harris, it is truly not what you know
about a criminal investigation that
counts in the end, it’s what you can
put into the record at trial as proof
that makes all the difference.
A final thought before we close:
It may occur to a few minds out there
to ask why is there so much emphasis on having every little thing in
place before the case is even filed
since most cases result in pleas? The
more astute minds already have the
answer: The key to the cost-efficient
resolution of cases as early as possible is arraying the proof before the
defense in such a way as to show to
them that contesting the charges will
be futile. To accomplish that effectively, it is essential that the investigation, prior to the filing of charges,
be as thorough as possible.
We started this article with a
legally realistic observation. Perhaps
we should close with one: It has been
said that the art and science of the
law stands in the same relation to
achieving the ideal of justice, as the
art and science of medicine stands in
its relationship to achieving immortality. Let us then, in our various
roles in support of the enforcement of
the law, seek the best approximation
of that ideal of justice that we can
manage. Approaching each set of circumstances with a fresh outlook,
avoiding generalized thinking, and
attending to the evidentiary details
in the early preparation of the case,
are some of the best ways of assuring
successful outcomes in as many of
your cases as possible.

NEWS...
WINTER HAVEN:
After having served 34
years with the Winter Haven
Police Department, Major Gay
Henry announced his retirement, effective Nov. 30, 2003.
During his career, Major Henry
served as a patrolman, detective, detective lieutenant, captain and most recently as major in charge of the department’s Bureau of Community
Affairs.
LAKELAND:
Several high-ranking officers of the Lakeland Police Department will be retiring this
month. Combined, they have
more than 100 years of law enforcement service! Those officers are:
∗ Captain
years

Chip

Brown,

29

∗ Sgt. Dennis Mack, 13 years
∗ Sgt. Miles Watson, 20 years
∗ Officer Jesse White, 20 years
∗ Detective Jimmy Peace, 30
years total with the City of
Lakeland.
PCSO:
Deputy Tom Page retired
this month after having served
more than 20 years with the
Polk County Sheriff’s Office.
The State Attorney’s Office,
Tenth Judicial Circuit, would
like to thank each and everyone of you for your many years
of service to the citizens of Polk
County and the State Attorney’s Office. Congratulations to
all of you, and we wish you well
on your retirement!
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The defendant was charged with and
convicted of first degree murder. He subsequently filed a motion for post conviction
relief, asserting that the state had knowingly
presented false testimony. The facts on
which the motion was based were that a
woman who testified against the defendant
testified that she had received nothing from
the state in return for cooperation when in
fact she had received a $500.00 reward for
coming forward. The officer who paid the

witness the reward also testified that she had
received nothing. Apparently, the prosecutor
who handled the case did not know of the
payment. The trial court denied the defendant’s motion, but on appeal, the Supreme
Court reversed, holding that the state had
knowingly presented false testimony because
what the officer knew was imputed to the
prosecutor. Guzman v. State, 28 FLW S829
(Fla. Nov. 20, 2003).

OFFICERS HAD RIGHT TO APPROACH INCARCERATED
DEFENDANT
The defendant was charged with
first degree murder and filed a motion to
suppress his confession. The facts on which
the motion was based were that the defendant was arrested on an unrelated charge. He
invoked his right to counsel, and at his first
appearance hearing on that charge, the court
entered an order prohibiting law enforcement
from talking to him. The next day, an officer
went to see him in the jail about the murder
investigation. The officer read the defendant
the Miranda warnings, and the defendant

waived his rights and confessed. The trial
court denied the motion to suppress, and the
defendant was convicted as charged. On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed, holding
that a defendant’s invocation of his Fifth
Amendment right to counsel while in custody
on certain charges does not prevent police
from attempting to question him about other
unrelated crimes for which he has not been
arrested. Ault v. State, 28 FLW S811 (Fla.
Nov. 6, 2003).

JUVENILE CONFESSION WAS VOLUNTARY WITHOUT
PARENTAL INPUT
The defendant, a juvenile, was
charged with a crime and filed a motion to
suppress his confession. The facts on which
the motion was based were that after the defendant was taken into custody, an officer
read him his Miranda rights and informed
him that his mother had been contacted. He
then questioned the defendant who confessed. The defendant indicated that he did
not get along with his mother and never

asked to speak with her. The trial court denied the motion to suppress, and the defendant was found guilty. On appeal, the Fifth
District affirmed, holding that police have no
obligation to afford a juvenile the opportunity to speak with his or her parents prior to
questioning if the juvenile does not ask to do
so. Frances v. State, 28 FLW D2489 (Fla. 5th
DCA Oct. 31, 2003).

The Legal Advisor Staff Wishes You and Your
Family a Safe and Happy Holiday Season...

